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From the editor … 
  

 The last three years have been an active and productive time for our SRIG. Since 2010, we have 
launched a new website, reinvigorated our newsletter, held a well-attended and successful session at the 
Biennial Conference, and elected a new group of committed officers. As we look towards the future, there 
are many exciting developments to share, and it is my sincere hope that we will be able to build upon the 
momentum of the last few years.  

 In this issue, we introduce our new officers, provide a list of the most recent publications on 
affective response, and list the abstracts from the last Biennium session. We are also very excited to 
present our membership with the results of a project that has been in the works for over two years. In an 
upcoming issue of the Journal of Research in Music Education, Chair-Elect Jason Silveira and I will present a 
content, bibliometric, and trend analysis of twenty years (1990-2009) of scholarly publications on affective 
response. The database for this study will be housed on the ASRIG website, and will include categorical 
and other information for over two hundred peer-reviewed articles. We hope this will be a valuable 
resource for our membership, and expect that it will provide an on-going record of significant work in our 
field. Finally, plans for the next Biennium Conference are already in the works, and we hope to provide 
you with information on our next conference very soon. Happy reading! 
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New Officers 

Chair-Elect, Dr. Jason M. Silveira 
Our Chair-Elect for the 2012-2014 biennium is Dr. Jason M. Silveira. Dr. Silveira serves as Assistant 
Professor of Instrumental Music Education at Oregon State University. He has articles published or 
forthcoming in the Journal of Research in Music Education, Psychology of Music, Journal of Music Teacher 
Education, Contributions to Music Education, and International Journal of Music Education, and has presented 
research at regional and national conferences throughout the United States. His research interests include 
perceptions of teacher effectiveness and teacher evaluation and preparation. 
 
Research and Information Officer, Dr. Rebecca Johnston 
During the last biennium, the SRIG leadership decided that it would be helpful to solicit assistance in 
keeping various SRIG operations up-to-date. Since we do not have regional chapters or officers, we 
decided to appoint someone to assist us with the newsletter, website, and conference preparations. Dr. 
Rebecca Johnston, Assistant Professor of Music and Coordinator of Music Education at North Georgia 
College and State University, has kindly agreed to serve in this capacity. Dr. Johnston’s research interests 
include music psychology and musical attitudes, and she has a personal interest in folk and world music. 
Prior to her appointment at North Georgia College and State University, Dr. Johnston held a position at 
Columbia College and at the University of South Carolina.  

 

Recent Publications on Preference, Taste, Affect, and Emotional Response 

Compiled by Rebecca Johnston 

Brenner, B., & Strand, K. (2013). A case study of teaching musical expression to young performers. 
Journal of Research in Music Education, 61, 80-96. 

Christman, S. D. (2013). Handedness and ‘open-earedness’: Strong right-handers are less likely to prefer 
less popular musical genres. Psychology of Music, 41, 89-96. First published on July 29, 2011 doi: 
10.1177/0305735611415751 

Diaz, F. M. (2013). Mindfulness, attention, and flow during music listening: an empirical investigation. 
Psychology of Music, 41, 42-58. First published on September 27, 2011 doi: 10.1177/0305735611415144 

Silveria, J. M., & Diaz, F. M. (November 6, 2012). The effect of subtitles on listeners’ perceptions of 
expressivity. Psychology of Music, doi: 10.1177/0305735612463951 

Wapnick, J., Keech, K., & Ryan, G. (2012). Preferences for piano versus harpsichord performances in 
Renaissance and Baroque keyboard music. Psychology of Music, 40, 5-18. First published on September 7, 
2010 doi:10.1177/0305735610376467 

Getz, L. M., Chamorro-Premuzic, T., Roy, M. M., & Devroop, K. (2012). The relationship between 
affect, uses of music, and music preferences in a sample of South African adolescents. Psychology of Music, 
40, 164-178. 

Gardikiotis, A., & Baltzis, A. (2012). ‘Rock music for myself and justice to the world!’: Musical identity, 
values, and music preferences. Psychology of Music, 40, 143-163. 

Lonsdale, A. J., & North, A. C. (2012). Musical taste and the representativeness heuristic. Psychology of 
Music, 40, 131-142. 
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Johansson, R., Holmqvist, K., Mossberg, F., & Lindgren, M. (2012). Eye movements and reading 
comprehension while listening to preferred and non-preferred study music. Psychology of Music, 40, 339-
356. 

Chamorro-Premuzic, T., Swami, V., & Cermakova, B. (2012). Individual differences in music 
consumption are predicted by uses of music and age rather than emotional intelligence, neuroticism, 
extraversion or openness. Psychology of Music, 40, 285-300.First published on December 22, 2010 
doi:10.1177/0305735610381591 

Holmes, P. A. (2012). An exploration of musical communication through expressive use of timbre: The 
performer’s perspective. Psychology of Music, 40, 301-323. First published on March 16, 2011 
doi:10.1177/0305735610388898 

Dunn, P. G.,  Boris, D., & Bouwhuis, D. G. (2012). Psychology of Music, 40, 411-428. First published on 
March 16, 2011 doi: 10.1177/0305735610388897 

Lamont, A. (2012). Emotion, engagement and meaning in strong experiences of music performance. 
Psychology of Music, 40, 574-594. doi:10.1177/0305735612448510 

 

News from the last Biennium 

Our session at the last biennium conference featured three outstanding presentations and was extremely 
well-attended. Below, you will find a copy of the program. Thanks again to all who participated. -FMD 

NAfME Biennial Conference 
Affective Response SRIG Session 

Expressivity, Pacing, and Emotion: Real-time analyses of Physiological and Psychological Responses 
Marriot Hotel, St. Louis Union Station 

St. Louis, Missouri 
Thursday, March 29, 2012, 4:00pm-6:00pm 

 

PROGRAM 

4:00pm  Opening Remarks and Introductions 

   Frank M. Diaz, ASRIG, Chair 2012-2014 

4:15pm  Listener Perception of Expressivity in Collaborative     
    Performances with Expressive and Unexpressive    
      Accompaniment  

   John M. Geringer and Justine K. Sasanfar, Florida State University 

   How does musical accompaniment affect listeners’ perceptions of expressivity? In 
   this study, music students registered their on-going perceptions of expressivity to 
   excerpts that varied between different levels of expressive accompaniment.  
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4:50pm  The Perception of Pacing in Music Classrooms and its Relationship to  
   Teacher Effectiveness and Teacher Intensity  

   Jason M. Silveira, Oregon State University 

   Pacing plays a critical role in perceptions of teacher effectiveness, but  there are 
   many questions regarding how pacing might be measured and defined within  
   instructional contexts. This study explores how pre-defined pacing lapses affected 
   on-going perceptions of constructs related to teacher effectiveness among music 
   students. 

5:25pm  Physiological and Self-Reported Measures of Affective Response to Vocal and 
   Instrumental Music 

   Jennifer K. Mendoza and Frank M. Diaz, University of Oregon 
   Research shows that music elicits affective responses in listeners as evidenced by 
   their physiological responses. These physiological signs may be qualitatively  
   different than those of emotions evoked by other means, such as watching facial 
   expressions. While this demonstrates a difference between affective responses  
   evoked by auditory versus visual domains, we wonder whether musically induced 
   emotions differ from emotions elicited via other auditory stimuli, such as language. 
   In a preliminary step towards answering this question, we examine physiological 
   and self-reported measures of affective response to vocal and instrumental versions 
   of Samuel Barber’s Adagio for Strings. 

 

About our Presenters 

John M. Geringer is the Lewis V. Pankaskie Professor of Music and Director of the Center for Music Research at Florida 
State University.  His research publications appear in leading international and national journals in Music Education, Music 
Therapy and Music Psychology.  His research interests include relationships between music perception and performance, 
musical expression, and music listening and focus of attention. 

Justine K. Sasanfar is currently a candidate for the PhD in Music Education at Florida State University.  She has degrees in 
Piano Pedagogy and Collaborative Piano Performance from Michigan State University and a degree in Piano Performance 
from Saint Olaf College. Her research interests include musical expression, applied teaching and piano pedagogy, 
collaborative performance, and music perception. 

Jason M. Silveira serves as Assistant Professor of Instrumental Music Education at Oregon State University.  He has 
forthcoming publications in Contributions to Music Education and International Journal of Music Education, and has presented 
research at regional and national conferences throughout the United States.  His research interests include perceptions of 
teacher effectiveness and teacher evaluation and preparation. 

Jennifer K. Mendoza is a doctoral student and graduate teaching fellow in Psychology at the University of Oregon. She has 
publications appearing in the Journal of Psychiatric Research and Depression and Anxiety and presents regularly at national and 
international conferences. Her research interests include domain-general learning during infancy, music perception/cognition, 
language acquisition, and skill transfer across domains.   

Frank M. Diaz is an Assistant Professor of Music Education at the University of Oregon.  He has presented research at 
regional and national conferences throughout the United States and has current and forthcoming publications in Psychology of 
Music, International Journal of Music Education, and other leading regional and national journals. His research interests include 
the effects of mindfulness and attentional control on affective responses to music, psychophysiological responses during music 
teaching and performance, and musical memory. 
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Affective Response Research Database 

In the summer of 2011, Chair-Elect Jason Silveira and I had several conversations regarding the status of 
the Affective Response SRIG. As chairs of the ASRIG, we were concerned with making sure that the 
group’s work remained relevant to the membership, and hoped that we could increase both the scope and 
depth of our activities. Along with creating a new website, ensuring consistent publication of our 
newsletter, and maintaining a significant presence at the Biennium conference, we decided to embark on 
a project that would help us determine publication trends within the field. Our hope was to use this 
information to establish future directions and to provide the membership with an in-depth analysis of 
what has been published throughout the last two decades. The project resulted in an article entitled, 
“Music and Affective Phenomena: A 20-year content and bibliometric analysis of research in three 
eminent journals”. The article is forthcoming in the Journal of Research in Music Education and 
includes several trend and bibliometric analyses of twenty years worth of scholarly work. The database of 
articles, which will be housed by SAGE as a supplement to the JRME publication, is also available on 
our SRIG website.  

We encourage to visit the website at http://nafmeaffectiveresponsesrig.wordpress.com and click on the tab 
entitled “Affective Response Database”. The page includes the database as well as information on how 
the variables were coded. Please feel free to pass this on to colleagues, graduate students, and anyone else 
interested in research on affective response. Our hope is that the material in the database will be updated 
periodically, with the next update (2010-2013) occurring next year. -FMD 
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University of Oregon  

 

2014 NAfME Music Research & Teacher Education National Conference 

This conference is designed for the needs of the higher education and research communities.  It will 
mirror the previous 2012 conference held in St. Louis. 

April 9, 2014 Preconference Meetings 
April 10-12, 2014 Conference 

St. Louis, MO 

Call for Proposals - A detailed announement regarding the call for presentations and poster sessions for 
submission requirements and other information is available at http://musiced.nafme.org/2014-nafme-music-
research-teacher-education-national-conference/.  

Note: Specfici information for individuals interested in presenting at the ASRIG session will be sent out 
in the coming weeks.  


